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Dear readers,
As we already introduced the 3MVET project, it is focused on a vocational sector of
key importance and is also aiming to increase the attractiveness of VET in general.
The way to achieve that purpose is following the Riga conclusions of 22 June 2015 for
the period 2015-2020:
Promoting work-based learning in all its forms, with special attention to
apprenticeships;
Further developing quality assurance mechanisms in VET and establishing
continuous information and feedback loops to initial VET and continuing VET
systems based on learning outcomes;
Enhancing access to vocational education and training for all through more
flexible and permeable systems;
Further strengthening key competences in VET curricula and providing more
effective opportunities to acquire or develop those skills through initial VET
and continuing VET;
Introducing systematic approaches to, and opportunities for, the initial and
continuous professional development of VET teachers, trainers and mentors in
both school and work-based settings.
To accomplish the conclusions above , it's necessary to know more about the specifics
of the occupations in the field of Mechanical Engineering, Metalworking and
Metallurgy. Further in the newsletter are introduced the main features of the jobs.

NEWS
36 indicators present VET data for European countries

Cedefop has selected a set of 36 indicators to quantify some key
aspects of vocational education and training (VET) and lifelong
learning
Have you wondered how many students participate in initial vocational education
and training (IVET) in European countries? Or how many enterprises provide
training to workers?
The selection of 36 indicators is based on the indicators' policy relevance and their
importance in achieving the Europe 2020 objectives. They account for the most recent
challenges and opportunities arising from developments in the relevant statistical
infrastructure and include evidence from the European Statistical System ...
Read more >>
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Upcoming Event

2nd 3MVET Transnational Project Meeting is going to be held in
May 2017
The 2nd 3MVET Meeting will take place in Zaragoza on May 11th 2017. The objective is
discussion and review of progress of the 3MVET Project. During the meeting, the
partners will make financial overview and will evaluate the processes and
communications so far. One of the main tasks to be completed is planning the upcoming
testing phase with focus groups in Bulgaria, Turkey and Spain ...
Read more >>
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Do you know: what is a Mechanical Engineer?

Most industries rely on a form of mechanical systems and
mechanical engineering is thought to be one of the most diverse of
all engineering disciplines
Mechanical engineers provide efficient solutions to the development of processes and
products, ranging from small component designs to extremely large plant, machinery or
vehicles.
They can work on all stages of a product, from research and development to design and
manufacture, through to installation and final commissioning. Due to this, there are
employment opportunities in a wide range of sectors, including: ...
Read more >>
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Do you know: what is a Metallurgical Engineer?

Metallurgy is the study of the properties of metals, and the
application of this study to metal recovery, production, purification,
and use
Metallurgists (also called metallurgical engineers or material science engineers) are
materials scientists who work with metals such as steel, aluminum, iron, and copper.
They often work with alloys - metals that are mixed with each other or other elements - to
create materials with specific desirable properties. They examine the performance of
metals, and determine which ones can be put to which uses ...
Read more >>
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Do you know: what is a Metal worker?

This job is infinitely important to create countless parts used for
building small items like automobile tools or large parts to build a
bridge.
A metal worker monitors, adjusts, and controls various basic or elaborate machines to cut,
cast, or mold metals. The work is generally safe and covers a broad range of different
duties. A metal or plastic worker uses their skills to manufacture everyday products.
Without them the components for automobiles, buildings, windows, and many other
objects made of metal would not exist ...
Read more >>
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